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impact upon the export trades, develops increasingly. The
power to produce rapidly outdistances the power to dis-
tribute since the massive inequality of incomes involves
an inability in the poor to meet the costs of purchase.
And since, year by year, also, technological change in-
creases at a revolutionary rate the productive power of
our machines,  the deliberate organization  of scarcity
becomes a necessary feature of the system. We adopt,
on all hands, a deliberate policy of restriction-quotas and
the like. But the inevitable result of this is an increase
of price; and the consequence of that increase is a demand
for higher wages in order to offset a threatened decline
in the standard of living. Within the ambit of the capi-
talist system, there is no way of breaking this vicious
circle save by the discovery, either at home or abroad,
• of new markets capable of the profitable absorption of
our productivity. But, on any considerable scale, the
poverty of the masses makes this impossible at home;
let us remember that in Great Britain nearly ten million
people spend a shilling less per week on food than the
minimum laid down by the British Medical Association
as required for reasonable physical existence. The con-
quest of markets abroad is possible; but that, as we have
grimly learned, involves the international rivalry of States.
They have to be strong in order to'safeguard their mar-
kets, and their access to them, whether actual or potential.,
They arm in order to be strong. This has two inescapable
results. On the one hand, it means a. scale of taxation
which inhibits the State from embarking upon alter-
native schemes of social reform; on the other, it means
a competition in armaments which breeds distrust and
insecurity. At the end of that grim high-road lies war.
Now parliamentary government, as I have said, in->
volves the principle that citizens can settle their political
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